Week One, Perception Survey.

BRAND PERCEPTION SURVEY
The brand perception survey is an opportunity for you to see how your brand is
perceived in the eyes of others. It provides feedback on you, as a person, which
is directly related to the brand you are projecting. Your brand is your presence
when you are not present.
For this assignment, you will be sending out an email to 8 to 10 clients,
influencers and leaders whom you would like to survey. The questions you will
send out are located below.
The questions are:
What are 3 words that describe how you feel about [person’s name]?
What can [person’s name] do that’s easy for her but difficult for others?
What is one area of improvement for [person’s name]?
What is misunderstood or misperceived about [person’s name]?
Would you be willing to provide [person’s name] a one-sentence
endorsement? If so, please include here.
If you are wondering how to position this request for people to take the survey,
don’t worry, we have you covered.
Here is some sample language you can use or modify to send to the
individuals you choose:
Dear NAME,
I have engaged with an Instagram branding team called Mother of
Marketing to help me with my brand. [INSERT THE NAME OF THE
BRAND YOU WANT FEEDBACK ON.]
They've asked me to collect some feedback on how I am perceived by others.
Your perspective is important to me, and I will value the insight you provide.
May I send you a link to a quick five-question survey?
Thank you in advance for your time and feedback!
[YOUR NAME]

Self Audit Assessment
Week 1 Assignment
The purpose of the brand audit assessment is to help you assess what is working well,
identifying blind spots and uncovering opportunities to showcase your brand. Below,
you will find a series of questions relating to your brand’s digital presence. Please
complete and submit prior to your next scheduled call with Mother of Marketing.
On ranking questions, 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest.

Website
1.

Do you have a website? (If no, skip question 14)
Y

N

2. Rank your overall satisfaction with your website.
1

2

3

4

5

3. What are some things you would want to add to your website?

4. What are a few aspects of your brand you want to translate from your website
to your Instagram more effectively?

5. One of the marks of an excellent website is compelling visuals. How do you
rank your website’s visual appeal?
1

2

3

4

5

6. Clear and compelling copy that drives visitors to take action is a mark of an
excellent website? How do you rank your website’s content?
1

2

3

4

5

7. The user experience – ensuring visitors can find the information they’re seeking
-- is an important part of a modern website. How do you rank your user
experience?
1

2

3

4

5

8. Producing regular content is one of the top ways to drive new visitors to your
site. How do you rank on producing regular content on your site (blogs, videos,
press releases, etc.)
1

2

3

4

5

9. Is your website optimized for search (SEO)?
Y

N

Not sure

10. Does each page of your website have a clear Call to Action (CTA)? (Industry
standard is one clear CTA per page.)
Y

N

11. Does your website have social media buttons?
Y

N

12. Is your website responsive/mobile optimized?
Y

N

Not sure

13. Do you have Google Analytics installed so you can see how your visitors are
interacting with your website?
Y

N

Not sure

14. Are you capturing email address through some kind of form on your website to
build your email database?
Y

N

Not sure

15. What is the number 1 piece of feedback you receive on your website? How can
that feedback be incorporated?

16. What is the top goal/purpose/function of your website?

Social Media profiles
1.

Other than Instagram what social media profiles do you have active accounts
for your business?
•
•
•
•
•

Facebook
LinkedIn
Twitter
Snapchat
Other:

2. How are you currently participating in your Instagram profile?
a.
b.
c.
d.

I haven’t started participating yet.
I log on and listen but rarely post.
I post/engage in conversation but not consistently.
I regularly participate.

3. Is participating on your Instagram profile a daily habit?
Y

N

4. How many of the following steps have you completed for your Instagram
profile?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully complete your profile by completing all of the available fields
Uploaded a professional headshot
Articulated your business in a concise way (1-2 sentences)
Included your website URL
Included keywords in your description
Regularly posting

5. If you are posting regularly, how many of the following do you do?
• Share original content that links back to your site
• Curate content that you believe would be of interest to your audience
• Share educational content
• Share your thought leadership
• Start or engage in conversations
• Share a variety of content (visuals, blogs, etc.)
• Review your analytics
• Connect with people you meet in real life (clients, partners, prospects,
etc.)
• Connect with thought leaders in your industry
• Respond to someone who comments to you within 24 hours
• Post at an optimal time for your audience
• Adhere to that social profile’s rules (i.e. for Twitter, keeping posts to 140
characters or less)
6. Have you taken advantage of all of the features of your Instagram profile?
Y

N

Not Sure

7. For your Instagram profile, how well does it reflect your brand (1=not at all,
5=very well)?
1

2

3

4

5

Email Communication
1.

Do you have an email database for your business contacts?

Y

N
2. Do you regularly communicate with this list? (If no, jump to question 9)
Y

N

3. In what ways are you building your list?
•
•
•
•

Manually adding in new contacts
Form on my website
Downloading contact information from LinkedIn
Other ____________________

4. Do you use an email automation service, like MailChimp or Convertkit?
Y

N

5. When you communicate with your list, what type of content is sent?
•
•
•
•
•

eNewsletter
New content (blog, white paper you wrote, etc.)
Product/service information about your business
Stories
Upcoming events/invitations (webinar, event you are speaking at, etc.)

6. Do you track analytics like open rates, click throughs or conversions?
Y

N

Not Sure

7. Are you tracking other information on your list like industry, job title, etc.?
Y

N

Not Sure

8. If you answered yes to question 7, are you segmenting your emails to different
audiences?
Y

N

Not Sure

9. What is your number 1 opportunity when communicating with your list via
email?

10. What’s a freemium or giveaway you could offer your followers to encourage
engagement, fellowship, and higher email open rates?

Week One, Defining your brand’s beliefs.
The 3Bs Exercise Part One
Exercise 1: I Believe …
A brand is simply how others experience your beliefs. So before you can begin to build
a brand, you must know, without hesitation or fuzziness, what you actually believe.
These beliefs guide your brand decisions, inform what and how you talk to your
audience and provide internal motivation and clarity as you pursue your work.
But what is a belief? Beliefs are the closely held ideals you have tucked into your soul
since before you can remember.
What do you place value in above all else? What matters dearly to you? What would
you defend in a conversation with good friends? What would you be sure to instill in
your children, grandchildren or in the people you are mentoring? What comforts you
at night when the world seems to be pressing in upon your heart? What do you
return to in times of stress and sorrow?
While they may seem extremely private, when you are living and working in sync with
yourself, all of your behaviors and brand experiences (the way people feel or what they
think about when working with you) are connected to these core beliefs.
Here’s the process for digging into your beliefs:
● Find an inner and outer quiet place.
● Schedule plenty of time to ponder (we recommend 25-45 minutes).
● Before you begin to contemplate your beliefs, take three deep breaths.
● This is a heart exercise. So shut the door to your mind and tell it you will be
back soon.
● Ask your heart, “What do I believe more than anything else? In a place where
there is no judgment or assessment?”
● Listen. Pay attention to what your heart says, to how your body responds and to
what you hear and see around you.
● Your answers will be simple and obvious. Complexity is a sign of over-thinking.

On the next page, you’ll write out your five beliefs.

Week One, Defining your brand’s beliefs.
Check out the examples below for inspiration:
1) Self-care, self-love, this is what will take you farther faster.
2) What you put out into the world is what you get back.
3) Invest in your business the first time.
4) Creating a successful business isn’t about the time you put into it, it’s about the
heart you put into it and what you get out of it.
5) We each have our own light and the power within to let it shine brightly.

Write down your Top 5 Beliefs here:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Week One, Your Brand’s Vision.
Vision Exercises
Exercise 1: Vision Statement (WILL, CREATE, BECOME)
Along your journey, you likely have done a variety of visioning exercises. While they all
served their purpose, our visioning exercise is directly related to your brand.
We use the words WILL, CREATE, BECOME because they are action-oriented,
declarative and specific. By using these words, you are tapping into your primal
foresight and creating an internal mental picture of success.
By declaring your vision, you lock it into your mind and begin to commit to next steps.
In the space below, answer this question with a vision statement that includes WILL,
CREATE, BECOME. The question: What does success look like in 5 years?
Vision Statement:

Week One, Your Brand’s Vision.
Exercise 2: Sketch it!
When you begin to envision the future, it’s likely your creative mind (yes, we all have
one) began to see a future that manifested your vision statement. In the space below
or on a separate sheet of paper, sketch, scribble, cat scratch or draw a representation
of what you saw.
By incorporating the visual part of the brain, you are activating the oldest and most
powerful part of the brain, further opening up to creative ideas and innovation, and
greater realization. Take a photo of your work and paste it in the space below.

Exercise 3: Pin it!
You’ve created a visual representation of your brand’s vision. Now I want you to
begin thinking about how you can create multiple visual references for your
brand on Instagram. This is not a time to jump on illustrator, photoshop, or
canvas. This is the field visuals from other creatives and gains a feel for the type
of visuals your audience might respond best to.
To complete this exercise please create a private (hidden) Pinterest board on
your account.
Paste the link to this board here:

Brand Word-Jacking



Worksheet 6
Using proper language and photos are the currency of Instagram. The best way to
gather language is to use what other people say about you and your brand.
Selecting words others use to describe your brand prevents ego-based language.
Even more so, it also deflects and prevents too much humility.
Both are terrible for branding.
As you review the results of your Brand Perception Survey you asked for from clients,
your tendency will be to focus on the one or two comments you find to be “negative”
in any way. Resist! Instead, think like a scientist.
Go through the comments and highlight:
● Any words that catch your eye
● Any words that are repeated more than once
● Any similar words (Ex: kind, nice, friendly)
● Any words that trigger a deep emotional/spiritual response
● Any words that surprise you
Once that’s completed, select the top 5 - 7 words that matter most to you and bring
new light to your brand and how it can be discussed on Instagram.
List the top 5 -7 words here:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Turning Beliefs Into Behaviors
The 3 B’s Part II
Beliefs without habits can easily become a theory or nice-to-haves. Habits are
proof that your beliefs are intrinsic; deeply rooted in your being (and your
brands). The habits you form now will reflect in your work with clients, on your
website, and on your Instagram profile.
Before beginning, refer back to the Beliefs you listed in the Week 1 exercise,
what is a primary habit for each? What activity or action can you point to that
serve as proof that you actually believe those things?
Be definitive, concrete and clear about each habit. This part of the three B’s
will take some time. You’ll likely write down some behaviors and come back
the next day with newer, better ones. It’s all apart of the process and working
like this is encouraged. As a reminder though. If you are experiencing a sense
of overwhelm, take a step back.
My Beliefs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Questions to reflect on: These are great questions to mull over, not necessarily
to write responses to.
●

Where might inconsistencies show up in your brand?

●

Which habit or behaviors are truly unique and different in your market
segment or industry?

●

What habits or behaviors add the most value to your clients?

Turning Beliefs Into Behaviors

Behaviors Connected to
Beliefs

Behaviors Connected to
Behaviors

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5
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Turning Beliefs Into Behaviors

Behaviors Connected to
Beliefs

Behaviors Connected to
Behaviors

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

Identifying Your Instagram Colors
Color plays a vital role in the online and offline identification of your brand.
Just as we identify the color red with Target, green with Starbucks, and
purple and orange with FedEx, your customers will begin to associate your
logo and style with a specific color scheme.
For this exercise, we’ve provided you with a few research tools to help you
identify your brand’s social color palette, website’s color palette, and then a
literal tool that brings it all together to generate a color palette suggestion.
*If you already have a color scheme and brand style guide created, begin
looking into your direct competition and rethink your style board. Is it right for
the people you’re trying to reach? What do your colors say about you? Your
brand? Your work?
Color conveys so much and the colors we choose play a vital role in the
success of Instagram.
Visual analytics and marketing platform Curalate analyzed 8 million
Instagram photos to figure out which colors get more likes than others.
Mostly-blue images got 24 percent more likes than ones that had red as the
most prominent color.
Canva is a great resource for those who aren’t graphic design experts but
want to create something simple and on-brand. This first canvas tool is a
collection of 100 different color palette ideas.
Color Combinations Tool
This second tool brought to you by Canva, is another collection of color
schemes that work best with websites.
Website Color Schemes
Now that you’ve begun selecting some colors, jump in and design a logo. The
best logos are representations of a brand’s persona; beliefs and behaviors. We
suggest performing research to guide you in a direction. At this point, you’ve
created a vision board that is just one step in the process.

Identifying Your Instagram Colors

Create a planoly account and play around with the order of your photos.
Identify five other Instagram accounts that do exactly what you do.
How can you make yourself stand out among them?

Letter To Me
When I first started refreshing and rebuilding my brand for Instagram, I had
to set my destination and create a vision of my future. Thanks to brands like
Root + River, I sat down and wrote a letter to myself-Ten years into the future.
I know, it seems odd. “How could something like this help me with my
Instagram?”
The picture you paint in your head never turns out exactly how you see it.
Which is why understanding what you want for yourself in the future in the
most real and authentic way possible helps you establish your brand’s
perception and habits. Think of it as a way to help keep yourself in check.
Exercise:
Picture yourself 5-10 years into the future. Write a letter to that person
celebrating the goals you’ve accomplished, describing the difficulties you’ve
been able to overcome, and the emotions you’ve drawn from those
experiences.
Detail the places you’ve visited, the opportunities you’ve taken advantage of,
the weather experienced, etc. Feel free to dive into the future further and set
more goals for you and your brand.
Be totally raw. No one but you will see this. I suggest, creating a time capsule
and setting a time five years from now where you can read it.

Beliefs & Behaviors Part II
Establishing Tone Through Beliefs & Behaviors

In worksheet 7, you created your top 5 beliefs and identified the behaviors
that are associated with those beliefs. These beliefs and behaviors are the
core of your brand and your being.
It’s important to express these beliefs and behaviors within your brand and
form healthy brand habits.
Brand behaviors trigger attraction from partners, employees, clients, and
customers. This initial attraction is delivered through your messaging and
content. The moment a customer hears/sees/watches your message and
absorbs your content they will begin to receive a richer understanding of your
beliefs and want to invest in a relationship with your brand.
Expression Exercise:
Select three (3) of your top beliefs, and their associated behaviors. Now take
that information and begin to formulate a few Instagram posts. The intent
with the first is to share your beliefs and present the “why you” to the client
without literally saying “here’s why to pick me.”
This is also your opportunity to develop the core of your tone.
BONUS TIP:
Look to your Pinterest vision board, pull some visuals and draw inspiration
from the images and designs you’ve pulled together.
My top beliefs are:
1)
2)
3)

Beliefs & Behaviors Part II
Establishing Tone Through Beliefs & Behaviors

My associated behaviors are:
1)
2)
3)

Instagram Post # 1

Instagram Post # 2

Instagram Post # 3

Creating The Brand Experience Part 1

So you’ve identified your beliefs, your behaviors, and draw connections between how
your beliefs become behaviors. Now, it’s time to become more aware of how these
two Bs become what your ideal audience of humans perceive in you -- your brand
experience.
These interactions with your brand occur on your website, on social media, and in
conversations. They also happen when people tell others about you - how you made
them feel, how your own words are used by prospects or clients to explain what you
do, and most of all, how they perceive you to be.
So here’s the exercise …
How do you want each belief and behavior to be experienced by an ideal client?
Consider what you want them to feel, what new perspectives you are trying to create
or any new positioning of your value to them.
Create three columns (or use part 2 of this worksheet exercise). Write down your five
beliefs and behaviors in the first two columns. In the third column, write a one-liner
about the brand experience in direct relation to your beliefs and behaviors.
This is not about persuading or selling. It’s about sharing what makes your brand
unique - via beliefs and behaviors - in an authentic way that adds value to the people
you want to attract.
Using Mother of Marketing as an example:
Non-bullshit social media education. [belief]
Raw, honest, and 100% transparent social media education materials.
[behavior]
Being apart of a well-versed social media community focused on quality not
popularity. [brand experience]

Setting Up The Pillars

In this exercise you will focus on establishing your associated beliefs, with behaviors, and then
establishing a brand experience based on your beliefs and behaviors.

Beliefs

Behaviors

Brand Experience

Ex: Everyone should have
easy access to educational
social media materials

Ex: Blogs, classes,
podcasts, training videos,
and Facebook group
discussion held.

Ex: Students, clients, and
readers are more confident
in marketing tactics and
are able to easily
implement strategies.

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Setting Up The Pillars

In this exercise you will focus on establishing your beliefs, with behaviors, and then establishing
a brand experience based on your beliefs and behaviors.

Beliefs

Behaviors

Brand Experience

Mind, body, and spiritual
balance are essential parts
of our life.

I have clarity in goals
mission as an individual
and connection with
myself.

Followers are inspired by
my journey and I continue
my personal journey with
clarity and balance.

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

4.

4.

4.

5.

5.

5.

Identifying Your Client - Customer Avatar

Get To Know Me: Your Ideal Client
Becoming a brand is more than sharing your story or pursuing your passion
through clever means. It’s about building relationships with customers and
clients through shared passion. Problem is, if you build it, they don’t just walk
through the front door and exclaim “we’ve been waiting!”
You must identify your customers and clients through profile research and
intuition. To develop these instincts you must begin to think differently on
how you’re reaching people.
Right now, write down all the methods you’ve been using to reach your
customers and rate them on a scale of one to five in terms of effectiveness.
In marketing terms, we’re creating a “target market” however, modern
marketing doesn’t have “target audiences,” instead they create personas or
avatars of ideal types of people and build a strategy around how to reach out
and communicate with them.
A lot of this will be specific to demographics, interests, and other statistical
information. Keep in mind though, no one wants to be a “target,” right? If
you’re disturbed by the precise targeting a brand has on you via Facebook,
your customers probably are too.
Let’s set your eyes on a real, human, person. It is key to work with people
whose best interests are similar to your brands and heart is in reach. Creating
a dialogue based off common interests will serve you best in making an
impression on and reaching your ideal customer base.
Exercise #1:
Take out your list of beliefs (worksheet 7). Think of the type of person who first
came to mind when you began learning more about your ideal client. Do
they hold the same beliefs as you? Do they have a need or desire to hold
interest in your brand? Write out some of the things this person would need
to have interests in, in order to want to participate in your messaging.
Exercise #2:
Coming at this from a business owner’s perspective, there are going to be a

Identifying Your Client - Customer Avatar
few other basic beliefs of your client’s you’ll need to keep top of mind.
In addition to values alignment, you need to consider if this person is:
1. A key decision-maker
2. Has an ability to pay
3. Has an awareness of the problem or situation
Without knowing the answers to these three questions you could potentially
waste time and energy trying to engage someone not worth the effort.
To avoid this, you must demonstrate a clear understanding of your ideal
client’s pain points, problems, needs, and wants. This will place you in a
position of empathy.
For this exercise, write down the following:
1. Known pain or situation this person is facing
2. Unmet or unspoken need this person is working around or lacking
3. The top 3 emotions they are currently feeling
Exercise #3
Now that you understand your client's psyche and soul, you are ready to show
them your value! In this exercise, be bold, confident and declarative about
how you will solve their problem.
1. How will you solve their known pain or situation?
2. How will you fulfill their unmet or unspoken need?
3. How do you want to inspire them feel about you?

Example job title(s)

Needs(s)

Pain Point(s)

Prefered social network(s)

Unique Characteristic

Budget (for your
product/service)
[Other characteristic, e.g.
age, sex, location, etc.]
[Other characteristic]

Persona One

Persona Two

Persona Three

Small Description

Small Description

Small Description

Refining Your Voice

How do you plan on approaching conversations on social media and
Instagram and email? How can you make your brand relatable and
personable?
In this exercise, we’re going to walk through refining your voice which is what
will help you when putting together content and speaking with customers
on social media.
PART 1: Declarative Questions
The best conversations often begin with a question and provide a solution.
To begin a meaningful conversation you gotta be ready to ask a
thought-provoking question. Right now, you may not have those questions
on the top of your head. So, to get you started to pull out your three pillars
exercise and have it handy throughout this exercise.
For each of the brand experience, you created, make the statement into a
question.
For example, for Mother of Marketing:
Belief
Everyone can become a pro marketer for their brand.
Behavior
Quality training courses and materials or services are provided to clients,
customers, and knowledge-seekers alike.
Brand Experience
Confidence and assurance of quality marketing materials personalized and
fitted to their brand are taught or created.
So the Declarative Question would be...
Declarative Question
Do your customers really understand what you offer?

Refining Your Voice
PART II: Developing A Conversational Tone
When thinking about your approach to conversations on social media or
email, we need to determine exactly how you share your beliefs with your
audience. This will help us when it comes down to crafting a post for social
media or content for your emails.
At this point, you have spent some time doing social listening – watching and
understanding the conversations happening online in your industry.
Please complete the following:
What are the three themes/topics you have noticed in conversations
currently happening on social media that relate to your brand? (Feel free to
write more as needed).
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
What are three ways you could have weighed in on the conversations you’ve
watched? (Feel free to write more as needed).
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Refining Your Voice
PART III: Understanding The Point of Each Social Platform
You should always have a general strategy for your brand but a different
conversational strategy for each social platform. For this section of the
exercise write down one piece of themed content, IE a new blog post, new
video, or product you’re focusing on.
For Example…
Topic: The importance of creating a budget
Facebook: I love creating budgets.
Twitter: I create #budgets.
Instagram: Here’s an aesthetically pleasing photo of me budgeting.
Pinterest: Here’s a guide on how to create a budget.
LinkedIn: Here’s what makes me an expert on creating a budget.
YouTube: Watch me create a budget.
Your Turn:
Facebook
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Twitter
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Refining Your Voice

Pinterest
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Instagram
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
YouTube
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
LinkedIn
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Planning Social Content

Instagram is an important element of your marketing campaigns. It is vital
that you plan out your content at least a month in advance.
Why a month?
After much research, we found that keeping up with two-week cycles was
next to impossible for us as a brand and our clients.
Creating a plan a month in advance allowed us to schedule a whole day for
planning out content, themes, and identifying what we want to do more
thoughtfully. This doesn’t mean you’re scheduling out content a month
ahead of time though. We want you to remain as relevant as possible when it
comes to Instagram.
Instagram is a time-sensitive app - much like Twitter. At the same time,
Instagram isn’t a time-sensitive app.
How does that work? Well, your Instagram feed is your evergreen content
area and a place to post announcements regarding your brand. Your
Instagram stories are a place to post any and all time-sensitive material, share
personal experiences, promote partnerships, and more. There are so many
things you can do with IG Stories!
Having authority over your content and how your brand is represented is
important. By planning out your year or month or week, you’ll be able to
more easily compensate for last-minute changes or additions.
The links below are downloads from Google Drive. We’re giving you the
weekly content and yearly planning calendars we utilize when working with
clients. This helps us keep track of our content and make live changes our
entire team can see.
Click below to download the calendars.
Yearly Content Plan
Weekly Content Schedule

